IASR-B5 Glossary

1.	Introverted:    feels more comfortable by oneself; is less interested in other people
2.	Assertive:    tends to be aggressive and outspoken with others
3.	Timid:   tends to be fearful or uncomfortable around others
4.	Unargumentative:    tends to avoid arguments or fights
5.	Organized:    efficient, planful; maintains order in possessions
6.	Boastful:    tends to brag
7.	Soft-hearted:    tends to be easy-going or gentle with others
8.	Ruthless:    pursues one's own interests regardless of the effect on others
9.	Kind:    thoughtful and caring for others
10.	Tense:    edgy; "uptight"; worried
11.	High-strung:    skittish; easily annoyed or upset; oversensitive
12.	Cheerful:    happy, usually in good spirits
13.	Unsparkling:    not lively or entertaining with others
14.	Tricky:    can be deceiving toward others in order to get something; able to fool others
15.	Unconventional:    likes to be unusual, "radical", or different from the norm
16.	Inefficient:    often wastes time; doesn't plan well; easily side-tracked
17.	Unaggressive:    tends to be mild-mannered, not forceful around others
18.	Unreflective:    not given to careful pondering of issues
19.	Relaxed:    calm; easy-going;; not easily bothered or distressed
20.	Calculating:    tends to use or manipulate others to your own advantage
21.	Unmoody:    stable moods; even-tempered; rarely gloomy or overexcitable
22.	Anxious:    apprehensive or worried, tense
23.	Abstract-thinking:    theoretically minded; likes to reflect about ideas
24.	Philosophical:    likes to think about profound or "deep" questions about life; abstract
25.	Tender:    warm and loving with others
26.	Hard-hearted:    unconcerned and unfeeling toward others
27.	Unneighbourly:    unfriendly, aloof toward others, avoid contact with others
28.	Worrying:    tends to dwell on problems or troubles; apprehensive
29.	Literary:    interested in refined literature and other scholarly writings
30.	Uncharitable:    dislike helping others; tends to judge others harshly
31.	Uncunning:    not crafty or sly, tends to be straightforward with others
32.	Hypersensitive:    abnormally sensitive; overreacts to real or imagined criticism
33.	Extraverted:    like being with others; outgoing and lively around others
34.	Unphilosophical:    not troubled by or concerned about serious or abstract questions; unreflective
35.	At Ease:    relaxed, comfortable, not easily embarrassed
36.	Orderly:    organized; likes to have everything just so; methodical
37.	Cocky:   self-centred; conceited; thinks highly of one's own abilities
38.	Planful:    likes to plan things out or carefully arrange things beforehand
39.	Dominant:    tends to lead others, like to command, take charge in a group
40.	Unsearching:    not meditative or reflective; not bothered or concerned with "the meaning of life"
41.	Antisocial:    dislike the company of others; behavior not affected by social rules
42.	Perky:    lively, energetic around others
43.	Forceful:    tends to take charge around others
44.	Wily:    crafty, cagey, or tricky
45.	Undisciplined:    lacking self-restraint; easily side-tracked; procrastinating; disorganized
46.	Sly:    crafty, secretive, or cunning in dealing with others
47.	Systematic:    likes to do things following a certain routine, or plan; methodical
48.	Self-conscious:    easily embarrassed; uncomfortable when being observed by others
49.	Iron-hearted:    tends to be stern or harsh with others
50.	Thorough:    does tasks carefully and conscientiously; pays close attention to details
51.	Untidy:    messy, disorganized; sloppy
52.	Unbold:    not daring or courageous
53.	Neighbourly:    friendly; likes to get involved with people around you
54.	Unorderly:    not well organized or arranged; tends to be uncomfortable around others
55.	Shy:    lacking in self-confidence; tends to be uncomfortable around others
56.	Undemanding:    doesn't demand or expect much from others
57.	Meek:    timid, has trouble being assertive or standing up from others
58.	Reflective:    meditative, introspective, likes to ponder questions carefully; enjoys deep thought
59.	Inquisitive:    curious; has wide interests; seems interested in everything; likes to ask questions
60.	Unwily:    not tricky or crafty
61.	Unsystematic:    does things, haphazardly; doesn't stick to plans or pre-set routine; inefficient
62.	Self-assured:    confident, certain of oneself
63.	Dissocial:    doesn't care for the company of others
64.	Jovial:    cheerful; playful around others
65.	Domineering:    tends to control or manipulate others
66.	Neat:    likes to have things in the proper place; tidy, meticulous
67.	Unabstract:    concrete; thinks in a practical, uncomplicated way
68.	Tender-hearted:    easily feels love, pity or sorrow for others
69.	Unworrying:    doesn't dwell on problems; apprehensive
70.	Unimaginative:    not creative or inventive; not original
71.	Tidy:    likes to keep things organized and neat; dislikes clutter or disorder
72.	Warmthless:    has no feeling of pleasure or affection for others
73.	Unsly:    not tricky or cunning; tends to be genuine; sincere; trusting
74.	Enthusiastic:    enjoys active involvement with others
75.	Firm:    steadfast; does not give in easily; gets others to do things your way
76.	Impractical:    tends to consider unfeasible, or unworkable ideas; talks about things rather than doing them
77.	Uncalculating:    doesn't try to manipulate others or maximize one's own gain
78.	Questioning:    information or knowledge-seeking; wants to understand everything; curious
79.	Accommodating:    obliging, tends to do favours for others
80.	Uncheery:    not lively or jolly around others
81.	Uncomplex:    simple, uncomplicated
82.	Calm:    relaxed, tranquil; takes things in stride
83.	Conventional:    traditional; tends to stick to mainstream values of a culture
84.	Individualistic:    unique; independent way of doing things
85.	Friendly:    open, accepting, warm around others
86.	Cunning:    crafty, skillful at manipulating others, devious
87.	Self-confident:    sure of oneself around others, devious
88.	Unauthoritative:    doesn't try to influence others; goes with others' opinions
89.	Uncrafty:    not tricky or sly when dealing with others
90.	Unsympathetic:    not interested or concerned about others' feelings or problems
91.	Charitable:    generous, like to help others
92.	Coldhearted:    have little warmth or feelings for others; unfeeling; harsh
93.	Guilt-prone:    tends to worry about having done something wrong; dwells on mistakes; worrying
94.	Nervous:    uneasy; apprehensive or worried
95.	Broadminded:    enjoys a wide diversity of standards of behavior; liberal-thinking
96.	Distant:    tends to be cold toward others; tends to stay away from others
97.	Forceless:    not forceful with others; timid or weak, find it hard to be assertive
98.	Efficient:    does things carefully and quickly; doesn't waste time
99.	Fretful:    agitated, easily distressed; worrying
100.	Overexcitable:    over-reacts to stress or excitement; overemotional; easily agitated
101.	Gentle-hearted:    warm or kind to others
102.	Disorganized:    tends not to do things in a well-planned or orderly way; untidy or inefficient
103.	Unplanful:    tends not to organize or plan things ahead of time; unsystematic
104.	Unanxious:    not tense or edgy
105.	Unselfconscious:    not easily embarrassed; not uncomfortable or nervous
106.	Unreliable:    Irresponsible; can't always be counted on to do things promised to do; undependable
107.	Outgoing:    enjoy meeting other people
108.	Sympathetic:    feel interested or sensitive to the feelings and problems of others
109.	Boastless:    don't like to brag
110.	Unnervous:    calm, not anxious or edgy
111.	Unliterary:    not especially interested in literature or creative writing
112.	Imaginative:    creative; tends to think of different or original ideas or ways of doing things
113.	Persistent:    doesn't give up even when others think you are wrong
114.	Reliable:    responsible; doesn't forget to do things; dependable
115.	Crafty:    can mislead or manipulate others for one's own purposes
116.	Unagitated:    not worried or upset
117.	Stable:    even-tempered; not excitable or overemotional; well-adjusted
118.	Uninquisitive:    not curious; not especially concerned to know many things
119.	Unsociable:    doesn't enjoy meeting people or being in the company of others
120.	Unartistic:    not creative; not imaginative
121.	Self-disciplined:    good at sustained effort; not easily distracted, not impulsive; tends to work before play
122.	Forgetful:    scatterbrained or absent-minded; tends to forget appointments, dates
123.	Cruel:    able to cause pain and suffering to others; unfeeling
124.	Bashful:    tends to shy away from public attention



  

